
Hot discussions on the spirit of General Secretary Xi

Jinping's Teachers' Day message
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General Secretary Xi Jinping sends a letter to the representatives of the
nation's outstanding teachers

In order to deeply study and implement the spirit of the

important instructions of General Secretary Xi Jinping on

Teachers' Day and vigorously carry forward the spirit of

educators, the Party Branch directly under the College of

International Exchange organized an online political and

theoretical study conference for all the faculty and staff of the

College at 19:30 on October 13, 2023, aiming to deeply

understand the rich connotation and significance of the spirit

of the important letter from General Secretary Xi Jinping.

01 Speech by the Secretary of the Party Branch



The first item of the meeting: Comrade Gu Wanhong, secretary of

the College of International Exchange Party Branch, deployed the

recent teaching work and theoretical learning work of our college.

She required all faculty and staff to study the spirit of the speech

seriously, to implement the fundamental task of establishing moral

character, and to further strengthen the teacher's work as a guide



to action.

02 Ms. Shi Jiahui led the study of the full text of the letter



General Secretary Xi Jinping comprehensively and completely

elaborated the core essence of China's unique educator's spirit in

six aspects, including ideal conviction, moral sentiments, wisdom

in educating people, attitude of cultivation, benevolence and

pursuit of the Way, and also highlighted the importance of the

status and role of teachers from shaping the souls, shaping the

lives and shaping the people, and advancing the prosperity of the

country, the revitalization of the nation and the development of

education; and discussed in depth that to be a good teacher, it is

essential to have an ideal conviction, moral sentiments, solid

academic knowledge and a heart of benevolence.

03 Discussion statements by all faculty and staff

The third item of the meeting: the participating teachers expressed



their own experience on the spirit of great educator mentioned by

General Secretary Xi Jinping. Mr. Yi Hanhua said that in the new

era, society is progressing and teachers must also progress,

teachers are also scholars and should establish the concept of

lifelong learning. Mr. Xu Zhengyu believed that teachers should be

the leading geese on the way of students' learning, and lead them

to make progress together and look forward to a strong China

together. Ms. Fu Xiaoling mentioned that teachers should have the

wisdom of teaching students according to their aptitude, practice

it, understand its rich connotation, and continuously cultivate their

own wisdom, so that every student can have the opportunity to

excel in life, and grow up to be a new man of the times who can

take up the great responsibility of national rejuvenation.

04 Wrap-up meetingby the Secretary of the Party Branch



The fourth item of the meeting: Comrade Gu Wanhong

summarized the meeting. General Secretary Xi Jinping's important

instructions reflect the Party Central Committee attaches great

importance to the cause of education and special love for the

teacher group. Learning and implementing the spirit of the

important instructions of General Secretary Xi Jinping on

Teachers' Day is of great significance to consolidate the basic

status of the construction of the teaching force and accelerate the

construction of a strong education country. As grass-roots

educators, we should vigorously carry forward the spirit of

educators, combine the spirit of educators with the construction of

teachers' morality, tap the red resources of Hankou University,

increase the publicity of "good teachers of Hanyuan", "excellent

educators" and other typical publicity, and the "dare to be a



pioneer" of Hankou University. Hankou University's motto of "Dare

to be First, Seek Truth from Facts, Aspire to Greatness, Pursue

Excellence" is highly compatible with the spirit of Hankou

University, fostering a campus culture of respect for teachers,

respecting the laws of education and the individuality of the

students, teaching and educating, and cultivating the roots and

souls of the students.
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